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RECEPTION FOR PARATROOPS ... 

G.V.of X*** s*Kzaa*wV^^*g 2E K^aSat@sf2gAg _ 
playing bagpipes, at 12 a bugler runs forward and sounds the alarm 
wnen the men run from the farm board char-a-bancs and drive off 
along country lane towards spot where enemy paratroops are suppose 
to have landed 51 

M.S. bren gun carriers driving along lane towards camera followed 
;ryQ °ps ridlng bicycles with which they have just been issued29 
, " 0 the troops arriving at the spot wher the enemy are suppose, 
to have landed, the troops arrive together in the coaches on bikes 
and in the bren gun carriers, t ey then attack and capture the 
small group of men who take the part of the germans and are 
entrenched besides a railway line lnn 
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SUICIDE LEAP 
1. V.S. of the Flash Williams dare devil drivers giving a display 

ma sta ium in america, usual stunts driving through flames, 
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PRINCE BERNH.ARD WITH DUTCH AIRMEN 
1. V.S. of Prince Bemhard inspecting Dutch airmen and Dutch naval 

airmen at their base in England, he also invests Pilot sgt. Daniel; 
With A. rift I "Pot* hrovomr 
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with a medal for bravery 
(MUTE AND TRACK NEG-S) 

AERIAL BLITZKRIEG 

1. Gnd to air panning l.s. of nine Hurricanes flying over camera 
Zi ? 1'SS from ground of german dive bombers in action, 
I e aircraft dive between barrage balloonsand are surrounded 
by flak bursts, one sfi the ballons falls to the ground in flames, 
good shots of anti aircraft guna firing from hiiden and open p 
positions on the downs, also shots of dive bombers attacking light 
ship just offshore S, 

.3. V.S. good shots of RAF hurricanesand spitfires flying past and 
taking off x 
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